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On the Basis of Facts



Profile

The Promise Group’s Corporate Philosophy

Our Mission: Support affluent lifestyles and aim to be a trusted corporate citizen

Our Management: Target appropriate profit levels through efficient management

and seek to achieve sustainable growth

Our Actions: Be appreciated by customers and cooperate with society to realize

mutual harmony and benefit together with employees

The Promise Code of Ethics

Promise will show respect for all stakeholders. As a responsible corporate citi-

zen, we will preserve social order with the Promise Code of Ethics, which repre-

sents a promise concerning customers, business partners, investors, the public,

the environment and our employees.

The consumer finance industry in Japan now faces a major challenge. New laws
and regulations governing consumer loans will force consumer finance compa-
nies, including Promise Co., Ltd., to switch to much different profit structures
over the next few years. These same regulatory revisions are also affecting
sales finance and credit card companies. As a result, Japan’s entire consumer
credit industry is entering a period of enormous changes.

Even as these unprecedented changes reshape the operating environment,
Promise remains committed to the same spirit that underpinned its establish-
ment: Pursuing the ideals of consumer finance and aiming for the highest pos-
sible goals. Guided by a corporate philosophy rooted in this founding spirit,
Promise is taking the actions needed to reinforce foundations for business
operations, management and financial soundness.
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Forward-Looking Statements

In addition to historical facts regarding Promise’s past

performance, this annual report contains forward-looking

statements, including plans and strategies that are based

on the management’s current assumptions and beliefs in

light of currently available information. Forward-looking

statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties,

including, without limitation, risks associated with changes

in the general economic conditions and business environ-

ment in Japan as well as changes to Japanese laws and

regulations.




